The effective fractional charges like 17/4 or 19/4 are explained by our angular momentum theory. These fractions do not arise from odd-denominator rule. Due to same spin polarization for both of these along the magnetic field, these states are not the particlehole conjugates. The idea of clustering first introduced in cond-mat/0303309 has been extended to atomic clusters which explain the oscillations in the kHz range.
Introduction
Recently, Cooper et al have obtained signals of frequency varying from about 3 kHz to 25 kHz when the d.c. voltage is increased such that the d.c. current increases beyond a threshold value. The conditions for the plateaus in the quantum Hall effect are obtained at low d.c. voltage. When the d.c. voltage is increased the plateau disappears and a finite resistivity is obtained. The phase change from zero resistivity to finite resistivity by increasing voltage is called the reentrant quantum Hall effect. In the finite resistivity phase there is a kHz signal. Such kHz signals are not obtained in all of the plateaus but are characteristic of only some of the plateaus. In the case of two of the plateaus, where experimental measurements of kHz oscillations have been made, the particle-hole symmetry could not be identified and these two states are not particle-hole conjugates. When some effort is made, the predicted frequencies occur in the range of MHz or GHz whereas the experimental values are of the order of kHz. Therefore, it may be assumed that the origin of the kHz oscillations has not been understood.
In the present letter, we report that the kHz oscillations are caused by "clustering". We can predict their frequency and their symmetry correctly.
Theory
We consider that the sample of the size of a few mm consists of clusters of atoms. Every cluster has a finite number of polarized electrons. Some of the clusters have only one electron and only one atom so that these clusters do not contribute to kHz oscillations but they do exhibit particle-hole symmetry. Therefore, we consider two types of clusters, one with only one atom, and the other with a finite number of atoms. These clusters are inferred from the spin value. For spin=1/2, we have clusters with only one atom and for s > 1/2 we have clusters with a large number of atoms per cluster. First we consider clusters with only one atom per cluster or with spin 1/2 only.
The quantum Hall effect has always been a subject with many different theories. Our theory makes use of the theory of angular momentum [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Recently, Pan et al [10] have reported observation of some of the fractions which could not be obtained by their model. However, our theory explains these values very well, particularly when s > 1/2 has been considered [11] . It was found that Mani and von Klitzing [12] have made a very detailed measurement of fractions which determine the effective charge. We are able to predict all of the 146 measured effective fractional values [13] . Similarly, Smet [14] also reported that the fractions were not the same as those found by their model. These fractions are also predicted by our theory correctly [15] . A study of cyclotron resonance which gave new splitting could not be understood by their model [16] but our theory explains the data very well [17] . The thermoelectric power in between two plateaus is also well predicted by our theory [18] .
The fractional charge derived by us by using the theory of angular momentum is given by,
for s = ±1/2, for various values of l these predicted values are the same as those measured [19] . The details of derivation are similar to that of Lande's g-value formula except that Lande used only the + sign in j = l ± s, whereas we use both the plus as well as the minus sign. When l =0, s=1/2 we get e ef f /e=1 and for l =1, s=-1/2, we get 1/3. As long as s=1/2, there is no clustering or we can say that there is only one electron in a cluster. This also means that there is only one atom in a cluster. For large values of s, there is a large number of electrons which are polarized in a magnetic field. Similarly, a large number of electrons also means that there are a lot of atoms in a cluster. We analyse the two fractions and find their symmetry. The fraction 4 + (1/4)=17/4 may be analysed as (n + 1 2 )17/2 where n is the Landau level quantum number. We take n=0 so that at low temperatures, the fraction is (17/2)(1/2). For l =0 in the above formula, the effective charge is,
for s=8 and positive sign, we obtain 8+(1/2)=17/2. We consider only the positive sign for only one sign of the fractional charge. The spin, s=8 means 16/2, so that there are atleast 16 electrons in the cluster. Pauli principle will make sure that they are not in one atom. This shows that there are electron clusters. Similarly, 4+(3/4) =19/4 can be written as (1/2)(19/2) so that the effective charge is,
so that for positive sign s=9 which is 18/2 so that there is a cluster of atleast 18 electrons. This shows that there is a cluster. )hω c produces only the zero-point frequency with a factor of 1/2 so that 25/4 reduces to 25/2. In the formula (1) we substitute l =0 so that,
or s=12 with positive sign. That is possible only for 24 electrons which form a cluster.
Using the negative sign, we can obtain the Kramers conjugate states. For 25/2 the conjugate is -23/2; for 17/2 it is -15/2 and for 19/2 it is -17/2. The conjugate states require the spin-reversed states which are not populated due to strong magnetic field. For spin 3/2, there are atleast three electrons. Since l=0, three sites are needed. For spin 5/2, five sites are needed but a spin-charge relationship is clearly predicted,
At very low temperatures, the velocity of an atom measures the thermodynamic temperature, 1 2 
which is of the order of kHz. This predicted frequency is of the correct order of magnitude considering the uncertainty in the number of atoms in the cluster. If the resistivity is fluctuating, it is possible that the system may radiate in the kHz region.
Conjugate states.
The fractions such as 1/3 and 2/3 belong to s = ±1/2. They do not belong to clusters. The above phenomenon belongs to clusters. Therefore, 1/3, 2/3 do not produce oscillations in the kHz range. However, 17/2 and 19/2 belong to clusters and hence give kHz oscillations. When voltage is varied 19/2 switches from plateau to finite resistivity state but 1/3 does not. That is why 19/2 gives a reentrant quantum Hall effect (RQHE). The states 17/2 and 19/2 both use only the positive sign for spin. Hence these are not the Kramers conjugate states.
Conclusions.
The fractions 17/4 and 19/4 represent spin polarized states. These are not the particle-hole conjugates. The fractions like 1/3 represent only one particle whereas 17/4 comes from a cluster. Therefore, 1/3 does not produce noise but 17/4 does. We find that spin and charge are linearly related.
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